Teobert Maler, and the colonial imperial undertakings of the monarchs Charlotte of Belgium and Maximilian of Habsburg in Mexico, along with his follower, the Früchterl [swindler] Anton "Toni" Mayr, a distant relative of the güera film-maker/artist. My intention is to articulate three keywords that enable a necessarily incomplete dialogue around delirio güero-a dialogue that does not reduce this concept to my audio-visual assemblage but engages it as a complex practice of entanglement and entitlement, implication and aspiration, innocence and ignorance, denial and delusion.
Whitey

Mask/ing Blanquitud
I have ceaselessly driven … to show the white man that he is at once the perpetrator and the victim of a delusion.
Frantz Fanon (1986: 225) .
I will take off my ski mask when Mexican society takes off its own mask, the one it uses to cover up the real Mexico … And once they have seen the real Mexico-as we have seen it-they will be more determined to change it.
Subcomandante Marcos (1995: 70) .
While watching (or fast forwarding) the film, the latex face and/ or hand masks are always present: they announce the artifice of identity by emphasizing the host's blanquitud (whiteyness). 1 1 Echeverría (2018: 26) differentiates between blanquitud (whiteyness) and blancura (whiteness): "We can call blanquitud the visibility of an ethical Bolívar Echeverría (2009 , 2010 coined the term blanquitud and its translation, whiteyness, after Rainer Werner Fassbinder's movie Whity (1971) , in reference to the figure of the illegitimate son of the white rancher born from the Black cook acting as the obedient butler Whity in the movie. Echeverría (2009 Echeverría ( , 2010 Echeverría ( , 2018 introduces blanquitud to grasp an identity that is brought into being by the homogenizing mandates of capitalism. While blanquitud includes certain ethnic white features and behaviours, it is not so much an ethnic category but an ethical and cultural one, directly linked to the homo capitalisticus, which threatens to spread throughout the world, overcoming, incorporating and co-opting identities that might otherwise resist it. Like Whity, it is through blanquitud that people of colour could obtain the whitey identity, an abstract-universal identity needed to be part of and serve the capitalist modern system as homo capitalisticus capitalist identity insofar as it is overdetermined by the racial blancura, but by a racial blancura that relativizes itself through exercising its overdetermination" (translation by the author). without having to "whiten" completely (Echeverría 2018: 26) . In Fassbinder's film, as soon as Whity pulls out money and performs masculinity by drinking half a bottle of whiskey, he is accepted by the white cowboys who had earlier denied him access to the saloon. Whity's acceptance is achieved through his individual acts but the cowboys' racist views are not shattered, nor is the racist structure in place challenged. 2 Modern racism-the racism defined in relation to blanquitud-as Echeverría (2009) The American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) considers a delusion to be "fixed beliefs that are not amenable to change in light of conflicting evidence" (APA 2013: 87) . The delirio güero is characterized by the tendency not to see nor understand-even to deny-racism even though-or, more accurately, precisely because-the whitey identity fully benefits from its ongoing racial, economic and socio-ecological inequalities. Consequently, the delirio güero plays a crucial role in the construction and maintenance of white privilege, entitlement and violence including the knowledge and images that it has generated, in the case of the film, about cultures and peoples in Mexico. In the film, the deployment of the masks points to the intimate relationship-the latex material rubbing against the skin, making it sweat-between power, knowledge, entitlement, (audio-visual) image production, and processes of colonial imperialism. I am less interested here in a simple opposition between delirium and knowledge than I am in delirio güero as a wilful production of particular kinds of knowledge and (audio-)visual assemblages: Rather than being antithetical, delirium and knowledge are mutually constitutive and better understood and tackled as masking processes. Bertold Brecht (2014: 169) .
Mugs and Güero Gestures
How do you make a body accountable for its language, its positioning? Why not make a body accountable for its language?
Claudia Rankine (2014) .
In the common use of Mexican Spanish the word güero/a refers to what whiteyness stands for: street or market vendors call (loudly and wheedlingly!) a potential costumer "güero/a" or "güerito/a" even when the person is not light-skinned as (what comes now as no surprise!) güero/a is associated with higher social class, power and money. At the market, one can buy mugs (or T-shirts) with Alongside the latex face and hand masks it is through the performance of güero gestures that the host, La güera, takes on her whitey identity. " [G] estures have to be considered as events, singular performances", according to Carrie Noland (2008: xxiv) . These events "draw … on culture-specific (as well as gender-, race-, sexuality-, and class specific) conventional vocabularies" (Noland 2008: xxiv) , while the repetition remains central to the gestural formation. Through repetitions güero gestures become recognizable. They show how much one has compromised and mastered to perform the abstract-universal identity of blanquitud that La güera undoubtedly displays.
Let's take a look at the most recurrent güero gesture in the film, the self-feeding gesture: La güera satisfies herself time and again by grabbing the-for her-always available, sweet hybrid MD2 pineapple, bringing it to her mouth and eating it. Like the majority of the world with an ever-growing greed for an all seasons long access to pineapples, since the early 2000s she has neglected the other six major types of pineapple, the ones that are less sweet and durable, smaller, more tender and cannot withstand commercial handling as easily. "By ignoring the fruit's genetic base in the wild, we risk losing the genes they contain and undermining the future of the fruit" (Pearce 2008) .
If "the politics of 'what gets eaten' or consumed is bound up with histories of imperialism" (Ahmed 2004
: 83) and the abstract-universal identity of blanquitud is operating as hierarchically and economically superior and as such it is still deemed the desired identity (with an unfettered access to any fruit, vegetable, plant, creature, soil, practice and knowledge production at anytime, anywhere serving the rapacious appetite for consumption, study, accumulation, appropriation, (genetic) manipulation, commodification, profit), there is an urgent sociopolitical need to comprehend why it is so-to comprehend its power through the lens of colonial imperial histories.
It is the complex interplay between identity as immaterial-a concept-and identity as material-fleshy, and, in the case of the film, latex-that the güero gestures express, (re)enact and (re)cite. In the film, each (hi)story is the future of the other, or perhaps each (hi)story is the premonition of the other while being its past.
Only the constant process of debunking how, when, where and why blanquitud works and is performed, and how it informs and is informed by images, might give some common ground, some understanding, from which some agency can emerge. The film assembles a repertoire of archival images, texts and acts left behind by colonial imperial practices. They all relate to the construction of the delirio güero that entangles with race, ethnicity, gender, class, entitlement, nationality or peoplehood, and violence in Mexico. The themes of the repertoire are haunted. They are repetitive to a degree that would be bromidic and ridiculous were these tropes not so devastating in their effects. In the film, La güera dives into and moves through some of these effects in assemblages of objects and props specifically made for the film (such as the mugs), archival images that are framed within the frame as a (form of) quotation (mark), the performative form of güero gestures, and narratives in two versions: in German and in Spanish spoken in foreign accents by two different voice-overs: Mariel Rodríguez, a visual artist from Mexico currently living and working in Vienna, and myself, respectively. (And, for the English-speaking audience, available with English subtitles.) Let's pause for a moment. Let's pause in a scene when the mysterious know-it-all figure disrupts La güera's narrations of effects that she (so readily!) casts off by telling what substances might have been consumed-ololiúqui seeds-that led to such doings-the making of the portrait of Charlotte and Maximilian with the Lady of Guadalupe. This carte-de-visite is haunted. It is haunted by what Ariella Azoulay (2018) proposes to unlearn: the origins of photography. Azoulay invites us to imagine that these origins go back to 1492, the year when the Spanish Empire began its conquest and colonization of the "New World". It is sometime in the early nineteenth century that common theories and histories locate photography's moment of emergence around technological development and men inventors. In a world that had already been colonized, enabling the reproduction of imperial rights and violence, Azoulay (2018) 
In the film, the carte-de-visite titled Our Lady of Guadalupe appearing to the Emperor and Empress in the Clouds above the Cerro de las
Campanas (1860s) shows how the right to destroy, appropriate and differentiate by the Second Mexican Empire of Maximilian and Charlotte was masked by the appropriation and exhibition of the Lady of Guadalupe. In 1531, this right to destroy, appropriate and differentiate had already been applied when one of Mexica 4 sacred sites, the Tepeyac hill north of Mexico City, was 4 I use the term "Mexica" instead of "Aztec". The Nahuatl-speaking group, who settled on an islet in Lake Texcoco in 1325, founding the cities of Tenochtitlan and Tlatelolco-known today as Mexico City-referred to themselves as the "Mexihcah". In addition to the Mexihcah, however, there were quite a few other groups that spoke roughly the same language (Nahuatl) living near those highland lakes: the Xochimilcah, the Tlaxcaltecah, the Tepanecah, the Tetzcohcah, the Tlacopanecah etc. Those last two groups joined with the Mexihcah to form the Ēxcān Tlahtōlōyān (the Triple Alliance)-known today as the Aztec Empire. Aztec is therefore a misnomer if one refers to the culture and inhabitants of Tenochtitlan and Tlatelolco. For more on the use of "Mexica" and Haunted materials concern the disruption of the familiar affordances of images (for example, how they enable and constrain "taken-for-granted" modes of their origin and making meaning).
Haunted assemblages disrupted are concerned with how practices with images as part of the imperial world can be shifted and the habitual sense we make of them can be disrupted such that the configuration of materiality, narratives, space, subjects and the past as it was produced show up and are enabled: the challenge of how to work with images that wear the invisible mask of history yet largely denied historicity to their subjects keeps necessarily resonating in (between) all of it. NINA HOECHTL is an independent artist, researcher, writer, curator, and educator. She can be reached at nina.hoechtl@gmail.com
